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Part 1: small introduction to IPFS (and problems)
IPFS is a very recent distributed (file) system that works like an always-on
peer-to-peer program in the background. IPFS works with peers and gateways.
Peers are, to be simple, computers. Gateways are centralized systems that bridge
between the file that you want via a link and the IPFS network. They work like
normal web-servers but they just convert a HTTP link into an IPFS resource.
You can learn everything about them here.

The advantages of having a great IPFS network is that files never disappear.
Since there is no centralized server to host the resource, there is no way to DDOS
a single server to put down a resouce. The only way for a resource to disappear
is to make it disappear from every computer on the distributed net (So if the file
InstantOS.iso is hosted (or partially hosted, more on this later) on all computers,
there is no way for an ISP to censor that ISO or for a server to have downtimes.

So, does it speed up downloads? You may be asking. The answer is yes, you
sussy baka. More computers == more speed. IPFS it’s fully configurable: you
can set max/min upload speed, and all the features that cool distributed network
programs have.

Of course, everything as a price and not everything is perfect. So to implement
IPFS into InstantOS we may need some important things: 1. Participation.
IPFS must be enabled by default 2. Content, but we have a lot to put there 3.
Apps or scripts that make IPFS friendlier and more usable

Let’s talk a little bit more about IPFS and how it works. There are 3 fundamental
principles to understanding IPFS: * Unique identification via content addressing
* Content linking via directed acyclic graphs DAGs * Content discovery via
distributed hash tables DHTs

Content Addressing (A.K.A. what is the content of the book, given a title
name?): on the internet we usually look at links like https://instantos.io/,
that shows us the website with the name instantos.io. That link is
a resource, a file on some server. On IPFS content addressing is
made with CID or Content Identifiers, hash(es) of files. instantos iso is
QmU4mP3VhqSB9R4WGyNAAj7Vg4RZTZpBZgnMWRwm7dC63D, easy.

I’m not going into details about DAGs and DHTs, but bear in mind (Merkle)
DAGs are used for representing IPFS directories and files while DHTs are used
to tell where the content is stored in the network (trust me, it’s pretty hard to
get healthy files in a giant network!). Since this is a really good system, where
are the flaws I was talking about? Let’s talk about them.

1. By default, IPFS creates a lot of garbage. Since the primary intent is to
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https://github.com/ipfs/go-ipfs/blob/master/docs/gateway.md


Figure 1: A quick rundown of everything cool about IPFS

store things that are useful for the network, we usually don’t want garbage
(like IRL). IPFS has a really good garbage collection process, but it’s not
enabled by default for really good reasons (more on this later)

2. The current IPFS implementation is in go. And I don’t really love it. It’s
not slow or resource hungry, but it can be waaay better.

3. It’s pretty hard to upload and use on the net dynamic content, but not
impossible (Gemini-like problems, you know what I mean)

Part 2: why should we use IPFS for InstantOS?
Centralized servers cost money. The more data you have, the more money
you will have to pay. If you want fast data, you might want SSD Servers and
databases, and that costs more money that the community usually don’t want
to pay.

IPFS offers free and distributed storage, really good libraries to build fast
applications in a lot of programming languages and such. Aaaand.. that’s it?

Of course not, but here’s the interesting part. You can use IPFS for everything,
with good applications that already do it! Here’s a list of what can we do with
it:

• Send and receive files (duh)
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• Version Control (via IPVC, similar to git)
• Exchange messages (see berty)
• Host videos (DTube already uses IPFS)
• And other crazy things!

Part 3: how should we use it
1. Go-ipfs enabled by default with the –enable-gc flag to prevent users from

seeing all their data not garbage-collected
2. Use IPFS for host and for the latest ISO. The first thing can be pinned

(more on pinning here)
3. Implement an option in InstantASSISTANT to send a file via IPFS and

copy the gateway link to the clipboard with one click only
4. Implement an easy IPFS settings under the settings tab that lets you

control all the juicy things easily
5. Instant Repository on IPFS, with installed packages pinned by default and

unpinned when the package is updated (unpin the old, pin the latest)
6. Use a pinning service only at first, then switch to the community IPFS

when things are settled well

There is a broad how-to here that explains clearly how to implement lots of
things I just wrote about.

Hope you have a great day.
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https://berty.tech/
https://docs.ipfs.io/concepts/usage-ideas-examples/
https://docs.ipfs.io/how-to/pin-files/
https://docs.ipfs.io/how-to/
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